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Six-year-old Gretl Schmidt is on a train bound for Aushwitz. Jakób
Kowalski is planting a bomb on the tracks.

As World War II draws to a close, Jakób fights with the Polish resistance against
the crushing forces of Germany and Russia. They intend to destroy a German
troop transport, but Gretl’s unscheduled train reaches the bomb first.

Gretl is the only survivor. Though spared from the concentration camp, the
orphaned German Jew finds herself lost in a country hostile to her people. When
Jakób discovers her, guilt and fatherly compassion prompt him to take her in. For
three years, the young man and little girl form a bond over the secrets they must
hide from his Catholic family.

But she can’t stay with him forever. Jakób sends Gretl to South Africa, where
German war orphans are promised bright futures with adoptive Protestant
families—so long as Gretl’s Jewish roots, Catholic education, and connections to
communist Poland are never discovered.

Separated by continents, politics, religion, language, and years, Jakób and Gretl
will likely never see each other again. But the events they have both survived and
their belief that the human spirit can triumph over the ravages of war have
formed a bond of love that no circumstances can overcome.
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Six-year-old Gretl Schmidt is on a train bound for Aushwitz. Jakób Kowalski is planting a bomb on
the tracks.

As World War II draws to a close, Jakób fights with the Polish resistance against the crushing forces of
Germany and Russia. They intend to destroy a German troop transport, but Gretl’s unscheduled train reaches
the bomb first.

Gretl is the only survivor. Though spared from the concentration camp, the orphaned German Jew finds
herself lost in a country hostile to her people. When Jakób discovers her, guilt and fatherly compassion
prompt him to take her in. For three years, the young man and little girl form a bond over the secrets they
must hide from his Catholic family.

But she can’t stay with him forever. Jakób sends Gretl to South Africa, where German war orphans are
promised bright futures with adoptive Protestant families—so long as Gretl’s Jewish roots, Catholic
education, and connections to communist Poland are never discovered.

Separated by continents, politics, religion, language, and years, Jakób and Gretl will likely never see each
other again. But the events they have both survived and their belief that the human spirit can triumph over
the ravages of war have formed a bond of love that no circumstances can overcome.
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Editorial Review

Review
' Right from the start, Joubert sets up a palpable, tension-filled atmosphere and visually striking landscape.
Mixing factual events with fiction, Gretl and Jakob offer interesting viewpoints on the world around them.' -
4 1/2 starred (RT Book Reviews)

“Joubert reminds readers how love triumphed over the difficulties faced by WWII survivors as they
navigated new boundaries, revised politics, and the old faith prejudices that defined post-war Europe.” (CBA
Retailers • Resources)

'Readers will adore intrepid Gretl and strong Jakób in this story of war, redemption, and love.” (Publishers
Weekly)

About the Author

International bestselling author Irma Joubert was a history teacher for 35 years before she began writing. Her
stories are known for their deep insight into personal relationships and rich historical detail. She's the author
of eight novels and a regular fixture on bestseller lists in The Netherlands and in her native South Africa. She
is the winner of the 2010 ATKV Prize for Romance Novels. Facebook: irmajoubertpage

No Bio

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Diane Williams:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the free time or they will get lots of
stress from both way of life and work. So , when we ask do people have spare time, we will say absolutely
sure. People is human not a robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity do you possess when the spare
time coming to anyone of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then do you try this one,
reading books. It can be your alternative within spending your spare time, the particular book you have read
will be The Girl From the Train.

Brian Crafton:

Reading can called brain hangout, why? Because if you find yourself reading a book specially book entitled
The Girl From the Train your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that
maybe unfamiliar for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a reserve
then become one type conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get before. The The Girl From
the Train giving you yet another experience more than blown away your mind but also giving you useful
details for your better life in this era. So now let us explain to you the relaxing pattern here is your body and
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mind will likely be pleased when you are finished reading it, like winning an activity. Do you want to try this
extraordinary paying spare time activity?

Moses Bean:

This The Girl From the Train is great publication for you because the content which is full of information for
you who have always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This book reveal it info
accurately using great manage word or we can say no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read the
item hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but
tough core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having The Girl From the Train in your hand
like finding the world in your arm, facts in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no book that offer
you world in ten or fifteen minute right but this publication already do that. So , this is good reading book.
Hello Mr. and Mrs. stressful do you still doubt which?

Juli Gadberry:

The book untitled The Girl From the Train contain a lot of information on this. The writer explains her idea
with easy technique. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do certainly not worry, you can
easy to read that. The book was compiled by famous author. The author will take you in the new time of
literary works. It is possible to read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or model, so
you can read the book with anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open their official
web-site along with order it. Have a nice study.
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